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Acorns to Oaks: MECT Announces $1 Million Capital Campaign
MECT is excited to announce the
public phase of our $1 million Acorns
to Oaks Capital Campaign to endow
the organization with the means to
continue our mission of protecting and
stewarding the ecologically important
ACORNS
land in Manchester and Essex well into
the future. MECT has raised $901,211 to date, thanks
to the generosity of many long time supporters of the
organization. We are now asking you, our members, as
well as all of the residents of Manchester and Essex, to
help us reach our campaign goal of $1 million.
We are looking to the future. The Acorns to Oaks
Capital Campaign will fully fund MECT’s endowment,

MECT Acquires Luke’s
and Lott’s Woods

ensuring that we have the capacity to
continue working for the next twentyfive years. The money will be used to
support general operating expenses,
education grants, and especially, costs
associated with land acquisition and
TO OAKS
protection, including legal, surveying,
and other technical services. MECT’s endowment is
invested to provide an annual return that contributes
to our operating budget, allowing us to focus on our
mission of protecting land.
“MECT has been tremendously successful in
protecting over 1,500 acres of land in Manchester and
Acorns to Oaks, continues on page 2

The conservation of this property
expands the protected land in the
Wilderness Conservation Area,
encompassing nearly 2,000 acres in the
MECT recently purchased two parcels
heart of the Manchester Essex woods.
of land in Essex, historically known
In the early 1700’s all of the land in this
as Luke’s and Lott’s Woods, from Eric
area was divided into small woodlots for
Englehardt, whose family has owned the
local families who harvested trees for
property for decades. “The property is
MICHELLE VAILLANCOURT
timber and firewood. For the last fiftymixed growth forest,” said Englehardt.
five years, MECT has been working to
“I think it will make a good addition to
Amy Blondin, MECT GIS
and Land Records Manager,
acquire these woodlots and protect them
the surrounding lands of MECT.”
surveys the pond in the newly
for the abundant conservation values
The parcels are located in the
acquired Lott’s Woodlot.
that they offer to our communities. Each
Wilderness Conservation Area near
parcel
is
a
small
piece of the puzzle, which together
MECT’s parking area, at the end of Pond Street
provides wildlife habitat, water supply protection, flood
Extension. They abut several other parcels already
control, and clean air to our communities.
protected by MECT at the northern entrance to
“We are thankful to the Englehardt family, who have
Bishop’s Grave Cartway, an ancient way off Old
kept
this land in its natural condition for many years,”
Manchester Road. Bordered by stone walls, Luke’s and
said George Davis, Chair of MECT’s Land Acquisition
Lott’s Woods contain six acres of unspoiled forested
and Protection Committee, “and we look forward to
land dominated by oak and white pine, and include a
keeping it that way, forever.”
portion of a clear green woodland pond.

On the Trails…

Volunteer Andrew Beaudoin clears a
fallen tree from the Cedar Swamp Trail
in the Wilderness Conservation Area.

Annual trail clean-up events, led by
Stewardship Committee Chair Mike
to the Old Mill Dam. It is anticipated
McDonagh, were well attended this spring.
that a second phase of this project will
The turnout was especially appreciated
reroute the entrance of the trail so that it
given the number of fallen trees and the
begins directly across from the MECT
amount of debris on the trails from the
MICHELLE VAILLANCOURT
kiosk off of Pine Street. It will travel up
intense late winter storms. Work crews
a slight hill in order to connect with the existing Dug
cleared MECT trails in the Wilderness Conservation
Hill trail. We hope that the project will improve the
Area, Long Hill, Hooper Trask Pasture, Clara
trail by avoiding the flooded area and highlighting a
Winthrop Reserve, and Wyman and Great Hills.
truly beautiful section of Anne’s Woods!
In addition to routine trail maintenance, one volunteer
Please join us for our fall trail-work day on Saturday,
team assisted in beginning the process of rerouting a
September 29 from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to clear
section of the Dug Hill Trail that is often flooded due
away summer growth encroaching on our trails. Meet in
to the efforts of some very busy beavers! The plan is to
the WCA Gateway parking area, Upper School Street,
redirect the trail to run along the edge of the swamp
Manchester. Please wear appropriate work clothes.
instead of crossing over the bridge at Anne’s Woods,
We also ask that you bring your own branch lopper,
where the flooding occurs. Once complete, the trail will
pruning shears and/or a bow saw if you have them.
provide the walker with the opportunity to view Maple
Rain date: Sunday, September 30, 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Swamp from a variety of vantage points along the way
Acorns to Oaks, continued from page 1

is best set aside for natural resource
protection, to ensure the health and
Essex,” said Mike Dyer, President
resiliency of our communities and our
of MECT. “With this campaign we
quality of life. MECT will continue
dedicate ourselves to all aspects of our
to work to protect this land, and
mission into the future.”
will do so in partnership with other
The Acorn to Oaks Capital
land trusts, the Manchester and
Campaign marks a reaffirmation
Essex town governments, and other
of our role as The local land trust
community stakeholders.
for Manchester and Essex, and our
We stand on a foundation built
commitment to continue to acquire
by those who established MECT —
mission-critical land for permanent
Al Creighton, Gid Loring, Frances
protection while managing the land
Burnett, and others — who clearly saw
that we already own.
the threat that Route 128 posed to the
MECT has a fifty-five year history of
Manchester-Essex woods. Over the
land conservation. We have persistently
To
contribute,
use
the
envelope
last fifty-five years we have preserved
worked to preserve the outstanding
included in this newsletter or
much of these woodlands. We pledge
natural beauty of our towns. As a result,
go to www.mect.org/giving.
to continue our work and to uphold
we have protected hundreds of parcels
our legacy. We ask that you to join us by supporting
of land, the centerpiece of which is the Wilderness
your local land trust. Your contribution will sustain
Conservation Area in the heart of the ManchesterMECT long into the future, ensuring these natural
Essex woods.
woodlands and wetlands for the next generation.
There is more work to be done. Ecologically
If you have any questions about the campaign, please
important land in our communities remains at risk.
contact Alida Bryant, Finance Director at 978-890-7153
MECT’s sustained focus and effort over the years has
or abryant@mect.org.
put us in a unique position to understand what land
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MECT Sponsors Environmental Education Programs

E

ach year MECT awards grants to fund
environmental education programs for
elementary school children in Manchester
and Essex. This year, grants were awarded
to Mass Audubon to run a program for first graders
to study the intertidal zone of the rocky shore and
Kestrel Educational Adventures to run programs on
salt marsh ecology for first graders, forest ecology
for second graders, and vernal pool science for third
graders. Through these grants, every
first, second, and third grade student
in Manchester and Essex took part
in a program that provided them
with newfound knowledge of the
natural world.

Mass Audubon Rocky Shore
Field Trip
Are there more living things in the
lower intertidal zone, close to the ocean,
or the upper intertidal zone, further
away? First graders from Manchester and
Essex got a chance to investigate this
question with Mass Audubon educators
and MECT’s Francie Caudill at White
Beach, in Manchester. The goal of the
field trip was to teach the students about
the rocky shore as well as the organisms
LIZ DUFF
that inhabit it, both native and invasive.
Students made predictions and developed hypotheses
about where they would find more organisms: in
the upper intertidal or lower intertidal zones. To
standardize their area of study, first graders and their
chaperones used hula-hoops and scavenger hunt data
sheets to investigate their question. They looked
under rocks “no bigger than their head” to test their
hypotheses and see what lived there.
Kestrel Ecology Programs
First grade students participated in a multi-day
Tideline Explorers program. In the classroom on
the first day, students were introduced to animals
that live along the shore. They also designed model
shorelines out of clay, flooding them to represent high
and low tides. A highlight of the day was watching
barnacles feed, and discussing how their behavior

changes with the tides. On a field trip to Conomo
Point in Essex, the students tromped through sand
and mud looking for creatures. Some of the best finds
included a wading shorebird called a willet, small fish
such as rock gunnels, and lots of snails and crabs.
Back in the classroom, students sketched maps of the
shoreline, showing where they had seen each animal
and depicting the changes they observed in the tideline
during their visit.

The second graders participated in a three-part Forest
Ecologists program. In the classroom, each student
was paired with a local forest animal that shared the
student’s preferences for diet, habitat, and activity
and they studied their animal using Kestrel’s portable
reference library. A few days later in Chebacco Woods
in Essex and Dexter Pond in Manchester, the students
embarked on an adventure to assess the woodland
for its capacity to support their animals. They were
asked to find specific types of food, as well as hiding,
sleeping, or breeding habitats for each animal. The
foxes found wild blueberries and mouse tunnel
entrances for food, while the owls found garter and
water snakes to prey on. The spotted salamander found
a perfect vernal pond for breeding, evidenced by the
Environmental Education Programs, continues on page 4
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Calling All Volunteers!
A major reason for our ongoing success is that
we have some wonderful volunteers, members,
and others who step forward to help with trail
maintenance, mailings, walks, education programs,
and special events.
MECT welcomes new volunteers. Our needs
have grown as our organization has grown and our
responsibilities in managing our land have become
more complex and demanding over the years. We can
always use helping hands on the trails and in the office,
but we also need expertise in natural history, forest
biology, real estate, surveying and deed research, law,
education, outreach, and finance. All you need is a
commitment to our mission. If you would like to help,
please contact us and we’ll be glad help you enjoy your
free time even more!

Volunteer Spotlight
What kind of a difference can one teacher make?
In this case, a tremendous one! Francie Caudill is
a long time volunteer, chair of the MECT outreach

Francie Caudill releases beetles to combat invasive purple
loosestrife plants in Cedar Swamp.

committee, and a member of the board of trustees.
A retired earth sciences and ecology teacher and
resident of Manchester, Francie brings a wealth
scientific expertise, knowledge of the local environment,
and unmatched enthusiasm and energy to all that she
does. Thank you, Francie!

Environmental Education Programs, continued from page 3

developing salamander eggs observed
there. The chickadees found lots of
wonderful tree cavities for nesting and
hiding, while the deer found acorns to
provide sustained energy, along with
leaves for quick bites. Later, in the
classroom, the students made models
of their animals living in their habitats
and finding ways to meet their needs for
food and shelter.
The third grade students participated
in a three-part Vernal Pond Scientists
program that began in the classroom
studying amphibians and invertebrates to learn how
they change throughout their life cycles. Students
had the opportunity to observe several live animals
in different stages of their life cycles and wrote
descriptions of the changes they would have to undergo
to reach adulthood. In Chebacco Woods, students

KESTREL EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURES

caught, observed, and recorded animals in their habitat.
This included salamander and frog eggs and larvae,
beetles in larval and adult stages, and many other
insects and amphibians. Back in the classroom, each
student was assigned a vernal pond animal and created
a waterproof page for a field guide, depicting the
animal’s life cycle and requirements for life.

This article was written using post program reports provided by the grant recipients, Liz Duff of Mass Audubon and
Jessica Kagle of Kestrel Educational Adventures. For more information about the MECT educational grant program, or
how to apply, please contact MECT by email at conserve@mect.org.
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Advisory Board
Established
MECT has created an
Advisory Board of individuals
who have made a significant
MIKE DYER
contribution to the organization
as a previous trustee, staff member, contributor, or
volunteer. The purpose of the Advisory Board is to lend
expertise to advance the mission of the organization
on specific projects or issues under discussion by the
MECT staff and trustees.
The founding members of the advisory board include:
Helen Bethell, David Davis, Steve Hall, Gid Loring,
and Bill Vachon, all of who have dedicated years of
effort to the organization. We are thankful for their
continued commitment to MECT and appreciate
that we can continue to rely on their knowledge and
assistance moving forward.

In Memory of David Kahle
It is with great
sadness that we
share the loss of
David Kahle, who
passed away in
May. David was a
strong advocate for
conservation issues.
MIKE DYER
He joined MECT’s
board of trustees in 2011 and has long supported our
efforts to protect the Manchester-Essex Woods and
other special places in our communities. He recognized
the value of preserving the natural beauty and resources
of our two towns. A resident of Manchester, David was
also president of the Friends of Manchester Trees. We
are grateful for all that he contributed to MECT and
we will sorely miss him.

Mark Your Calendar! Fall 2018 Hikes & Walks
Sunday 9/16, 3:00-5:00 pm — Exploration
of Coolidge Point, its history and ecology,
with Francie Caudill, starting from the
east end of Magnolia Beach. Meet at the
boat ramp at the beginning of Shore Road,
Magnolia. Park there or at Surf Park.
Thursday 9/20, 9:30-11:30 am — “The
Secret World of Plants”. Examine and
learn about the role of native plants in
the local ecosystem as we explore the
MECT property. This is a partner event
with Essex County Greenbelt. Meet at the
Wilderness Conservation Area Gateway
parking area, Upper School Street, onequarter mile north of Route 128, Exit 15
toward Essex.
Sunday 9/23, 1:00-5:00 pm — “Sea to
Sea” Long Hike, led by Jeff Cochand
and Mike Dyer. The 6–7 mile route will
take us from Kettle Cove, Manchester
to Greenbelt’s Cox Reservation on the
Essex River. The pace will be steady over
hilly terrain; for hardy hikers only. Bring a
snack! Meet at White Beach, along Ocean
Street, Manchester. You will be shuttled
back to your car.
Saturday & Sunday 9/29-9/30 — We
encourage you to participate in the many
free events of this second weekend of
“Trails and Sails”. For information and
schedules, see www.essexheritage.org/ts
Sunday 10/7, 3:00-5:00 pm — Join former
MECT president Steve Hall for a hike from
east Manchester, NE into Cranberry Pond
Reservation and the adjoining Gloucester
woodlands. Medium difficulty, just over
3 miles of interesting hilly terrain. Meet at
Dexter Pond, Colburn Road, Manchester.

MIKE DYER

Sunday 10/14, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Great
Trees of Manchester”. This is a partner
event with Friends of Manchester Trees.
Join our long-time tree warden Tom
Henderson to look at and learn about
many of the special trees of downtown
Manchester. Meet at the exit of the upper
parking lot of the middle/high school on
Lincoln Street, at the cemetery corner.
Sunday 10/21, 3:00-5:00 pm — Mushroom
Walk in Anne’s Woods with mycology
expert Gary Gilbert. Although a small
amount of collecting may be done, this
will be chiefly a learning experience! Park
near the Wilderness Conservation Area
trailhead along Upper Pine Street (Pipeline
Road), Manchester.

Sunday 10/28, 3:00-5:00 pm — Mystery
Hike into the woods east of Southern
Avenue, Essex with Fred Wales. Help
Fred look for boundary markers and clues
to the history and past uses of this land.
Some “bushwhacking” and steep inclines
involved. Park near the gated Fire Tower
Access Road on the northbound side of
Southern Avenue, 1 mile north of Atwater
Avenue and one-quarter mile south of
Laurel Lane, near utility pole #285.
Registering at www.mect.org/events
helps us to plan for events, but is not
required.
For cancellations due to weather, check
www.mect.org.

Note: Sturdy waterproof footwear recommended, as well as water and insect repellent.
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An Annual Gift Too?
Our Annual Appeal is underway.
Protecting land, conserving natural
resources, and nurturing young naturalists
are three of MECT’s most fundamental
activities. Your donation to the 2018
Annual Appeal is a contribution to the
quality of life MECT helps provide in our
beautiful communities.
We understand that we are asking for you
to give two gifts this fall.
The Acorns to Oaks is a capital campaign DAVE PERKINS
designed to fully fund our endowment so
Fisher, Wilderness
that we can continue to operate for the next twenty-five
Conservation Area
years. This campaign is a one-time event, and we will
not ask again. We need your help now to guarantee the success of this effort!
But, even if we surpass our one million dollar goal, we still need your
annual gift. The Acorn to Oaks Capital Campaign will essentially fill the
gap between what we raise annually and what we spend to protect and
manage lands in our communities.
To give, please reply using the envelope included with this newsletter, or
visit our website, www.mect.org/giving. Thank you!

